Survival Skills
The desert is tough place for the plants and animals that live there, check out our activities on
desert plants to find out more about the amazing adaptations they have to help them survive
in this extreme environment.
One of the toughest challenges for humans in the desert is the lack of water. We can survive
for weeks without food (although it’s definitely not good for us!), but we would be lucky to
survive for a few days in the desert with no water.

Why is the desert so dry?
It all comes down to the water cycle. Evaporation (liquid water turning to gas) happens more
than precipitation (gaseous water turning to liquid and falling as rain) and so basically, there is
more liquid water being taken out of the environment than there is being put in.
Check out this activity from #DynamicEarthOnline to find out more about the water cycle!

So how do humans cope with this extreme dryness?
People who have lived in
the desert for generations
have lifestyles that are
adapted to cope with the
tough conditions. They
often move around to avoid
using up all of the water
in one area, farm animals
adapted to the desert
such as camels, and have
specially designed places to
live that are insulated from
the hot days and cold nights.
More recently, advances in
technology have allowed
humans to bring water to
desert areas through clever
drainage systems. In fact, Las
Vegas is a huge city in the
middle of the desert. It is lush
and green because of water
re-directed from a nearby river.
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Solar Sill
These are all clever systems that people have in place to live in hot deserts across the world,
but for travelers like us we should have a few survival techniques up our sleeves, just in case!
One of the most useful survival skills is how to clean water and make sure it doesn’t have
anything nasty in it that might make us sick. We can solve this problem using what we learned
about the water cycle, and evaporation.

This is called a solar sill, and it is a really simple way to transform water you have come across
in the wilderness, into safe drinking water using the processes that drive the global water
cycle.
Click here to find instructions on how to build one yourself, and arm yourself with the survival
skills to be a desert explorer!
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